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CHAPTER 3  // MEN´S BINDINGS

TRIPOD™
NATURAL CONNECTION , UNNATURALLY LIGHT

A rethink of binding baseplate design. From day one we set out to design the 
most biomechanically efficient binding baseplate possible. One that enhances 

the way you are connected and input forces to your board, and one that also 
f lexes the way your foot naturally f lexes. Featuring three power transmission 

pods that coincide with the three points of contact the foot and provide 
direct connection for toe and heelside turning and pressure. The end result 

is the ability to feel more free and mobile in your binding while still being 
well supported and connected where you need it . Connection, support and 

freedom that works with you, not against you.
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TWEEKBACK™
URETHANE . A BETTER HIGHBACK MATERIAL

Tweaking into our 7th year of 10 0% Urethane Tweakbacks, there is no other 
company with more experience and know-how when it comes to design and 

durability of Urathane highbacks. We made full use of this experience in 
designing all our Tweakback models .  Further optimizing for maximum tweak, 
heelside support and weight reduction, we offer 3 distinct f lexes. Now more 

then ever Urethane works for any  riding style or situation.

AIRLOCK™
LESS PARTS, LESS WEIGHT

Feather light , seamless energy transfer, buttery smooth f lex, Airlock 
highbacks eliminates the need for traditional forward lean components to 

create the lightest weight , performance highbacks ever made.

NO FORWARD LEAN BLOCK

FORWARD LEAN ADJUSTMENT

More Support More Flexibility


